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Baen. Paperback. Condition: New. 350 pages. Dimensions: 6.8in. x 4.2in. x 1.0in.Science fiction tales,
some humorous and some not-so-funny, about the downside of the futureand how to deal with a
universe ruled by Murphys Law! Includes stories by Robert A. Heinlein, Sarah A. Hoyt, Fritz Leiber,
Gordon R. Dickson, Lester del Rey, Christopher Anvil, Fredric Brown, and more. WHAT COULD GO
WRONG . . . Progress! Its wonderfulthough it sometimes has unexpected and undesirable side
effects. Read the long warning list of possible side effects on a medicine bottles label sometime . . .
the part in really tiny print. But surely the benefits of modern technology outweigh the drawbacks.
Until they dont. Remember how increasingly deadly weapons, from the machine gun to the H-
bomb, were supposed to make war too horrific to even be contemplated Didnt happen. The cell
phone has made it possible to phone from almost anywheretoo bad if you wanted to be out of
reach. And civilization is so big and complicated, that a breakdown of any part can have disastrous
consequences. Modern transportation makes it possible to get anywhere in a hurry, though traffic
jams and overextended airports may slow the hurry part to a...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It usually does not charge excessive. I realized this ebook from my dad and i suggested this publication to
learn.
-- Alec V eum-- Alec V eum

This written publication is wonderful. It is rally fascinating throgh reading period. I discovered this book from my dad and i suggested this publication to
find out.
-- K esha un Da ug her ty-- K esha un Da ug her ty
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